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A vocal quartet and string band from Dunedin, New Zealand.

Formed in 1989, The Chaps have been impressing and amusing audiences all over NZ and Europe. 
Variously described as banjoless bluegrass, hornless jazz or drumless rock, they have successfully 
eluded categorisation. So they invented their own – Cowboy Lounge.

The Back Story
From their first performance, an improvised house concert at a 
boxing day party, they were an instant hit with family and friends 
and word-of-mouth soon took care of the rest. Each well-known 
musicians in their own right, there was considerable anticipation as 
to how this ensemble of diverse talents would develop.

‘Quirky’ was the inescapable label that followed them around. They
never set out to be a humorous act but sometimes four half-wits add
up to a wit. Their choice of repertoire was initially quite 

experimental as was the range of instruments, including forays into accordions and electric guitars. 
Eventually they settled on a fairly standard string band line up and concentrated on building their 
unique repertoire.

All four were accomplished songwriters and soon these songs began fill the setlist. Marcus Turner 
(guitar, fiddle, mandolin) was already a major celebrity in the folk world having written notable 
songs both poignant and humorous – many of which had been covered and recorded by other artists 
(including legendary Irish musician Andy Irvine). His songs went a long way to defining The Chaps
eclectic style.

Over the years they played two tours of Europe and the UK and every major New Zealand folk 
festival at least twice. They recorded three great albums, the most recent being a finalist in the 2013 
Tui Awards for Best Folk Album. In more recent years their performances were fewer, but always 
memorable.

Then in February 2016, just shy of his sixtieth birthday, Marcus suddenly and unexpectedly died.

The Chaps are first and foremost a close friendship, as their 26 years together would attest. To say 
they were devastated is to not quite capture the intense sense of loss they still feel. After some 
months reflection, the three remaining Chaps decided to keep playing and to keep Marcus’ legacy 
alive as much as possible. They recruited fiddle player Anna Bowen – a long time friend of the band
and one who has played with them collectively and individually in other line-ups.

Ladies and Gentlemen, from the Cowboy Lounge: The Chaps! They ride again.
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The Chaps are:

John Dodd

Double bass, vocals

John has been a professional musician all his life, playing in bands in both NZ and 
Australia. Currently he’s the highly respected Head of Music at Logan Park High 
School in Dunedin; teaching, fostering and mentoring many young musicians and 
bands that have gone on to high profile recording and performing careers. He’s the 
go-to bass player for session work in the South. John is also a prolific songwriter 
and has contributed much of the Chaps original repertoire with many songs 
celebrating local characters and events.

Hyram Ballard

Guitar, dobro, vocals

Hyram grew up in California, soaking up the mod culture of the sixties and 
seventies; emigrating to NZ in the eighties, bringing with him his impeccable 
country music sensibilities. Hyram is also a fine songwriter with an ear for the 
ironic, bringing us some of the quirkier songs on the setlist. He has been an 
instrument trader in Dunedin for over 20 years and has been the champion of some 
of our top local luthiers.

Anna Bowen

Fiddle, mandolin, vocals

Anna has been playing in Dunedin bands since she emigrated from the Netherlands 
nearly 20 years ago. She is a sought-after music and drama teacher in primary 
schools, a violin teacher in secndary schools and convenor of the Dunedin Scottish 
Fiddle Orchestra. A violinist and singer of many styles. Anna was the obvious 
choice to complete the quartet after the untimely death of Marcus Turner in 2016. 
Marcus and Anna played together in an Eastern European ensemble, and she has 
played in a duo with Mike since 2003.

Mike Moroney

Guitar, mandolin, vocals

Like John, Mike is a Dunedin native having played music professionally since his 
early teens in several notable rock and folk units – latterly in a duo with Anna 
(Catgut & Steel) for over 15 years, more recently discovering a latent song-writing 
ability. A veteran of the now defunct Pioneer Pog ‘n’ Scroggin Bush Band for 
nearly two decades, Mike is steeped in NZ folk music and a well-recognised 
presence on the national folk scene. In the very early days of the internet he 
established both the nz-folk listserver and the kiwifolk website, both of which have
become the enduring digital hub of folk music in New Zealand.
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Discography

The Chaps: In the Club

Hiphopalong

Don’t Worry ‘Bout Your Age

Recorded live in 1985 at the University of Otago Staff Club (and 
originally released on cassette!), the “In the Club” CD has become a 
collector’s item among Chaps aficionados. Containing some of the 
Chaps earliest material this recording captures the essence of the 
Chaps live with a lot of the spontaneous humour for which they 
were to become renowned.

1993 saw the Chaps enter the recording studio for the first time. 
Actually several recording studios. For a long time. They recruited 
a number of Dunedin’s musical talents to enhance their songs 
(90% original at this stage) with a fuller production; great 
arrangements by Marcus and John, from keyboards and classical 
guitar to jazz trumpet and string quartet. 

Returning to the studio with producer John Egenes this time with 
only themselves and their own instrumentation, The Chaps 
brought out Don’t Worry ‘Bout Your Age in 2011 and became a 
finalist in the 2013 Tui Awards for Best Folk Album. 
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Reviews
The Chaps / Don’t Worry ‘bout Your Age

If you’re familiar with Wellington band Hot Club Sandwich, then you’ll know all about the lightly 
jazz tinged, humorous banter songs that make up their popular repertoire. The Chaps are like their 
deep southern incarnation. Or possibly given their age and experience they may have begot the 
former! Either way they’ve have been crafting an alternative to the usual jangly Dunedin sound for 
over 2o years. Influenced by bluegrass, swing, calypso and folk John Dodd, Hyram Ballard, Marcus
Turner and Mike Moroney have pooled talents to produce a deliciously vivid collection of café 
tunes. Title track Don’t Worry ‘bout Your Age is an instantly likeable, cute lil’ ditty with some 
smooth fiddle courtesy of Jane Clarke, and cheeky lyrics setting the tone for the rest of the album. 
But what surely stands out is the crispy clean guitar picking, tremolos and arpeggios especially on 
tunes like the bluesy Mess Around and Hey Baba Rhubarb and the superb, hook laden Ain’t That the
Truth. Down at Otago Uni Albany St. studios producer John Egenes took care to put out a superior 
product, close as one can imagine to their intimate live sound over the coffee cups. You bet order a 
large cappuccino and that good looking morsel from the display cabinet, you’re going to be here a 
while.

Tim Gruar — NZ Musician – July 2011

Selected as one of the three finalists in folk category at the 2013 New Zealand Music Awards, this 
album finds Dunedin four-piece the Chaps doing exactly what they do best: playing unashamedly 
self-deprecating songs (the title track especially) and thought-provoking lyrics in the bluegrass-folk-
country-meets-swing territory.

So here are songs about the perils of getting sun-burned (Do It in the Shade), derelict politicians 
(We Can't Depend on You Anymore with a chicken-scratch rhythm), physical deficiencies (the old 
Fats Waller hit Your Feets Too Big) and smooth talkers (Ain't That the Truth).

But they also take on the old Supremes hit Come See About Me and Ray Charles' hit Mess Around 
which they effectively make over in their own image. And dobro player Hyram Ballard’s She's 
Good (But She Ain't You) and mandolin player Marcus Turner's Fire That You Set are newly minted, 
sentimental country classics.

So it isn't all witticisms about aging or the foibles of people... and you can hear why they have made
the awards shortlist – and that they must be a lot of fun in your local pub.

Graham Reid – Elsewhere.
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